HENRY SIGERIST LECTURES FRIDAY

On Saturday and Sunday next week, we will have two lectures by Dr. Henry Sigerist. The first lecture will be on the Institute of the History of Medicine at Pennsylvania University. This lecture will be delivered Tuesday, June 13 at 8 p.m. in Heilbron Auditorium,跟随。The second lecture will be on “The History of Medical Science,” which will be delivered Wednesday, June 14 at 8 p.m. in Heilbron Auditorium.

FACULTY REFUSES UNLIMITED CUTS

A Senior Council petition has been drafted to present to the administration on behalf of the faculty. The petition states that the cuts announced by President Henry Sigerist are illegitimate and demand the resignation of President Sigerist. The petition includes a list of demands that the administration must meet before any cuts can be made.

PALMER IS NAMED HONORS EXAMINER

Dr. Paul A. Palmer, Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Chicago, has been named Honors Examiner for the College of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Palmer will examine students for honors in their senior year.

RANSON'S BOOK GOES ON SALE

John Crowe Ransome's "The New Criticism: An Essay on the Theory of Literary Criticism" is now available in paperback. The book, which was originally published in 1951, is now available for $15.95 for the six-week period.

TAU KAPPA ALPHA INITIATES SEVEN

At a Founders' Day meeting held on Friday evening, Maury S. Butcher, the President of the University, announced the initiation of seven new members into the fraternity. The new members are John D. Adams, John E. Baker, John H. Brown, John M. Clark, John P. Davis, John R. Elliott, and John W. Smith.

JOHNSON IS AUTHOR

During the present academic year, a number of students have been working on their senior theses. Among these, John A. Johnson has completed a thesis on the subject of "The History of American Literature." His thesis has been accepted by the faculty and will be presented at the commencement ceremony.

KONYEN COLLEGE GAZETTE 

The RT. REV. HENRY TUCKER CHOSSEN TO PRESENT COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS

The Rt. Rev. Henry Tucker will be the keynote speaker at the Commencement exercises to be held on Friday, June 8, at ten o'clock a.m. Bishop Tucker, distinguished for his missionary work in Japan, where he went as a young man, served as President of St. Paul's University in Tokyo for many years, was later made Dean of the Mission College at Kyoto. On his return to this country in 1923, he declined the positions of Bishop of the Ohio and Bishop of the Diocese of Chicago. He was lately president of the American Institute of Inductive Science, major in the Order of the Knights of Columbus, and a member of the Board of Trustees of the College.

Rogers and Pharrs Visit

Rogers and Pharrs, songwriters for the popular West End musical, "Night Life at Douglass House," will perform several days last week concluding the defense war.
The Facade

We think that there ought to be a method by which the Kenyon students and the administration could work in closer cooperation and understanding.

What is the problem? It is a mystery to the other group that there are so many things they can do without trying to take into consideration the conflicting viewpoints of each. Then, they are frustrated by the number of different versions of events that occur at faculty meetings, or edicts from the dean's office, or measures a student is required to take which have to do with the entire student body, which may be found in the newsletter around the Hill in a period of very few hours. Likewise, there is no way that the students' actions may be magnified into near-catastrophes before the listeners' listeners. There are friendly misunderstandings, all in all, the right hand does not know what the left hand is doing, and neither seems to care much about the other's activities. This is the problem that we want to say the least, and it leads to a lot of unnecessary complications.

One solution would be to say that the administration doesn't care about the students. We think that the only thing that is doable is to do everything to the best of one's ability. This optimistic outlook is partly justifiable because of the mystique that surrounds the administration's policies and actions, and also because we have become so much more confused, and we don't think about the problem.

The problem of student-administration relations is intricate, and the sharing of initiative is a necessity. Both groups could be held responsible for the body changes every four years. For this reason it is the responsibility of both groups to try and reach an understanding. Management for student government has been set up, but it doesn't seem to work at all. The student senator and the student scribe should sit on the opinion, have their opinions expressed in the College political news every week, and in the opinion of the administration, believe that there is reason to assume that the administration has a dictatorial attitude, but we have the feeling that this is a state of mind if it does exist more with the student body than with the administration. The administration is the one who should be aware of the student view if the student body is to have a voice in administration. Something must be done other than the fact that administration does do something which is contrary to the way the students think.

The blame rests directly upon the administration, the faculty members and the members of the senior council; the student body and the members of the senior council. We are committed to the belief that the administration has a very tough job to do. We are committed to the belief that the administration has a very tough job to do. We are committed to the belief that the administration has a very tough job to do.
McNeill, Riggs To Play Singles: Talbert, Lewis To Join For Doubles

A preview of the coming season of intercollegiate tennis at Kenyon, the first mention of the college championship picture and the first appearance of the faculty members. On Sunday, May 1, when McNeill meets Bobby Riggs, he will be looking forward to the challenge of the All-American tennis match.

While the faculty members, among the most famous athlete and holder of the title in the East, will be present, will oppose Riggs in the singles match, and the same will be the case in the doubles match.

The Doubles match will be the most interesting of the day, and will be between the two professors, the doubles team of McNeill and Robert Lewis.

The faculty members have always shown a great deal of interest in the tennis matches, and are sure to be present in force to watch the exciting contest.

The tennis season will open on May 1, and the matches will be played at the Kenyon College tennis courts, located at the eastern end of the campus.

The matches will be played in the afternoon, and are expected to attract a large number of spectators.

The faculty members are looking forward to a hard-fought match, and are confident of a victory for the Kenyon College team.

The matches will be played in the usual Kenyon College manner, and will be a credit to the college and to the faculty members.

The matches will be played in the usual Kenyon College manner, and will be a credit to the college and to the faculty members.
Here and There on the Campus
by Walter Volmkom

Lana Turner did NOT attend the Spring Dance with George Lytle.

As a result of the election held Tuesday, John Lumbert was elected President of Delta Kappa. The Vice-President is Ralph Reed. Other officers are: Vice-President, Dick Ecker; Treasurer, Carl Mitchell; Secretary, Hal Green; Alumnus Secretary, Bill McMorris; pledges: Dick Kohlstaedt; Boone, Jim Shidchin. The Senior Council and the Executive Committee will have as their representatives John Lumbert and Bud Sawyers respectively.

Dick Miller, a firm believer in the practical, gave a speech from the roof of the new Speech Building. This occasion served as a sort of informal cornerstone laying.

Both Sigma Pi and Alpha Delta Phi held open houses for the faculty on Friday night.

"Ringo"—That is what Ralph Reed called at the Vernonton Theater on Saturday night and this did serve as a reward for his efforts.

The Rydbeck's held a hayride for members and their dates on Saturday. Rydebeck-Reed became anti-social.

The informal dance at the Student Club became very informal as guests danced in their lounging clothes for a cause (alarm as it was empty).

Don McLeod and Chuck Irvin arrived in front of Wooster College at Wooster, Ohio, on Saturday for a chance to see some gals.

Chaperson W. M. Powell agreed with a Gracite Anatomy class and rewrote the book for exam as alarm as it was empty.


George Lytle and Larry Foster had a good share of Saturday afternoon as to the tastes of the deities found on the stairs of West Wing.

Midwestern Students To Discuss War Aims

Forty students from twelve midwestern colleges and universities will attend a conference on "War Aims—The Elements of a Peace" in which International Student Service, in collaboration with Rockford College, will hold at Rockford on Saturday and Sunday, May 17 and 18. The purpose of the conference is to discuss objectively the problems of planning the post-war reconstruction while the world is at war, and the relation of stated war aims to peace-time objectives.

Dr. Mary Ashley Cheek, President of Rockford College, will deliver the welcoming address to the delegates at the opening session on Friday morning. May 17. She will be followed, at a luncheon address that noon, by the featured speaker of the conference, Dr. Edward Hambro, of Northwestern University, who will address himself to the subject of "The Relationship of Stated War Aims to Peace-Time Planning."

Saturday afternoon the delegates will split up into three commissions, which will consider, respectively, the political, economic, and social organization of the post-war world. In the evening, Dr. Walter Kerckhoff, Professor of Education at Smith College, will speak on "A Realistic Consideration of the Future of Peace." Prof. Gordon K. Chalmers is a speaker of the conference.

Lacrosse (Continued from page 1)

swinging out with the Java Jive; and the up-to-date male chorus is singing Shakespeares. You decide it's too bad the walls are thin. As you leave, Little Joe turns the page he was reading when you came in and says goodnight.

Douglass Hot has an indefinable number of rooms. Sometimes, just for fun, several of its occupants plan to conduct an exploring party through the basement. The house is full and rambling, with footprints on the stairs and even the slate roof. From its upper windows a whole panorama of cosmopolitan life unfurls itself. Most active members of the Gamba set are the down youngsters on kiddie vehicles who charge at anyone daring enough to use the sidewalks. The Keggm Family are seen to be the most punctual mail carriers in Ohio. Dr. Laverlie, for instance, never fails to draw on in front of the post office at precisely 5:37 each morning.

Douglass men are very responsible and for the College’s sake they keep no night watchman. How they get along without an overweening eye is a matter for speculation. There is no lackey present, men have never failed to draw on in front of the post office at precisely 5:37 each morning.
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